AGREEMENT TO THE PLAYER’S CODE OF ETHICS
Extract of the book of the administrative regulations of Hockey Quebec 2016-2017

Name of the Team:
Division:
M.H.A.

Class:

Article 10.4 of Hockey Quebec’s Administrative Regulations provides that each player must read and sign
the «Player’s Code of Ethics». Failure to respect or abide by an obligation in said Code of Ethics could
lead to a sanction.
To fully benefit from playing amateur hockey, the player must have a positive attitude and deportment,
which calls for the highest forms of fair-play. The important point is not necessarily to win or lose but
the manner in which the game is played. He should never lose sight that hockey is merely a game. To
gain maximum benefit from the game of hockey, a player must:
A. play for fun, always remembering that hockey is a means, not a goal;
B. thoroughly follow the rules of the game and the Chart for Fair-Play:
C. at all times, accept and respect the officials' decisions;
D. respect officials, opponents and their fans who, finally, are not enemies;
E. always remain in self-control in order that hockey, a robust sport, does not become violent or
brutal;
F. behave properly both on and off the ice, especially by using proper language and avoiding vulgar
and blasphemous language;
G. consider his team mates on an equal basis and offer all of them the same cooperation;
H. respect his coaches and other management personnel and abide by the directives when such
are not contrary to his well being;
I.

play with intensity without giving up after a loss and over-bragging following a win;

J.

respect other people’s property and avoid any theft or vandalism.

K. Use the social networks, Internet and other electronic medias in an ethical manner and
respectful of my colleagues, coaches and directors; and do not use them to provoke opponents
or another member of Hockey Quebec.
I, _______________________, playing with the _________________________ MHA, agree to abide by
(Name)

the Player’s Code of Ethics
Date: _______________________

(Association or organization)

